Preserve and share your Master’s thesis in Academic Commons

Your Master’s thesis is the culmination of your academic achievements as a graduate student. Because it is so valuable, your thesis should be shared and preserved. Academic Commons, Columbia’s online repository, offers myriad benefits, including one-click depositing using our self-deposit form.

Academic Commons provides a permanent URL for your thesis. Here’s why that matters:

- Your thesis will receive its own distinct permanent URL and robust metadata page—a distinctive presentation of your crowning scholarly achievement.
- Your work will have readers beyond your thesis advisers and greater potential to impact future research.
- You can add your thesis’ link to your CV and job applications.
- The permanent link allows you to share your thesis on other sites and with people via new media tools (e.g., Twitter).

Need a polished writing sample for your job applications?

Considering a career in academia?

Want to share your scholarly works with family and friends (via Twitter and Facebook)?

If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, then Academic Commons is the right place for your Master’s thesis.

For more information

If you have questions about repository services, or if you would like to get started depositing your thesis, we are eager to talk to you about your needs.

Contact Robert Hilliker, Digital Repository Manager, at: rhilliker@columbia.edu

Links:

Academic Commons: http://academiccommons.columbia.edu

Repository blog and FAQ: http://cdrs.columbia.edu/academiccommons

Self-deposit Form: http://cdrs.columbia.edu/cdsmain/?page_id=1153